SEREEGA: Simulating event-related EEG activity.
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a popular method to monitor brain activity, but it is difficult to evaluate EEG-based analysis methods because no ground-truth brain activity is available for comparison. Therefore, in order to test and evaluate such methods, researchers often use simulated EEG data instead of actual EEG recordings. Simulated data can be used, among other things, to assess or compare signal processing and machine learning algorithms, to model EEG variabilities, and to design source reconstruction methods. We present SEREEGA, Simulating Event-Related EEG Activity. SEREEGA is a free and open-source MATLAB-based toolbox dedicated to the generation of simulated epochs of EEG data. It is modular and extensible, at initial release supporting five different publicly available head models and capable of simulating multiple different types of signals mimicking brain activity. This paper presents the architecture and general workflow of this toolbox, as well as a simulated data set demonstrating some of its functions. The toolbox is available at https://github.com/lrkrol/SEREEGA. The simulated data allows established analysis pipelines and classification methods to be applied and is capable of producing realistic results. Most simulated EEG is coded from scratch. The few open-source methods in existence focus on specific applications or signal types, such as connectivity. SEREEGA unifies the majority of past simulation methods reported in the literature into one toolbox. SEREEGA is a general-purpose toolbox to simulate ground-truth EEG data.